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ABSTRACT 
Any partition of the coordinate set of a linear code is shown to correspond to a set 
of generalized MacWilliams identities. Thus, a well-chosen partition yields a promising 
method to settle existence and uniqueness problems. A short proof of an extension of the 
Assmus-Mattson theorem is given. In the nonlinear case, a generalization of the Deisarte 
inequalities is obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we use the standard notation and terminology of algebraic coding 
theory. An appropriate reference is the introduction of [2], but any textbook on 
coding theory will do. The finite field with q elements will be denoted by IF,. 
Although the elements of lP are used as column vectors, they will be represented 
as “horizontal” m-tuples. 
A milestone in algebraic coding theory is a theorem by MacWilliams [4] that 
connects the weight distribution A := (Ao, Al, . . . , A,,) of a q-ary linear [n, k] 
code C with the weight distribution B := (Bo, B1, . . . , B,) of the dual code C*. 
One version of these so-called MacWilliams identities, in fact the one found in [4, 
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Introducing the binomial matrix 
c*:= n-j K 11 i 7 O<ij<fl 
its “horizontal transpose” 
D, := 7 
O<ij<n 
and the diagonal matrix A,, := diag([qn-i]o<i<,), we can write (1) in the compact -- 
form 
C,,A = qk-“A,,D,B. 
If we solve the system for A, we find 
A = qk-“C;’ A,D,B = qk-“K,,B, (2) 
where K,, is the (n + 1) x (n + 1) Kruwtchouk matrix 
K, := 
[’ 
&l)m(q - l)i-m 
m=O 
(The entries are values of the so-called Krawtchouk polynomials 
P&c; v) := k(-l)m(q - 1>i-m 
m=O (Z)(E)> 
comprehensively described in [5, pp. 129 ff., 150 ff.].) 
The introduction of thegeneratingpolynomialsA(z) := CiAiz’ and B(z) := CiAiz’ 
allows a third way to represent MacWilliams’s result (in fact Theorem 1 in [4]): 
A(z) = q!-[l + (4 - lklnB (3) 
Without doubt, the MacWilliams identities are powerful tools in settling ex- 
istence and uniqueness questions. Yet they cannot provide the complete answer. 
We give the simplest counterexamples in the binary case. 
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EXAMPLE 1. The linear system A = 2-4K7B possesses, among others, 
the nonnegative integer solution A := (1, 1, 2, 0, 0, 2, 1, l), B := (1, 0, 8, 0, 5, 
0, 2, 0). However, no binary linear [7,3] code exists with the weight distribution 
A. Hence solutions of the MacWilliams identities do not always correspond to 
codes. 
EXAMPLES. ThesolutionA:=(1,0,3,0,3,0,1),B:=(1,0,3,0,3,0,1)of 
the linear system A = 2Y3K~B corresponds to the two nonequivalent [6,3] codes 
Ci , Cz with the respective generator matrices 
110000 110000 
101000 and 1 1 1 1 1 1  [ 001100. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Hence nonequivalent codes may have the same weight distribution. 
The generalization of (1) described in this paper can be viewed as an aid to 
settling existence and uniqueness questions, but, evidently, the law of diminish- 
ing returns applies: in the extreme case we have to solve 2” equations in 2”+’ 
unknowns! Nevertheless, a happy combination of a powerful computer and addi- 
tional information on the codes under consideration should settle quite a few open 
problems. The number of equations is substantially reduced if the code C has a 
large minimum weight or if C is a binary doubly even self-dual code. 
GENERAL REMARK. At the end of the paper, we discuss the nonlinear case. 
It turns out that we can generalize the Delsarte inequalities in the same way as the 
MacWilliams identities. 
2. COORDINATE PARTITIONS 
Let C c IFi be aq-ary linear [n, k] code, with coordinate set S := { 1, 2, . . . , n}. 
The support of a vector x := (xi, x2, . . . , x,,) E IF; is defined to be the subset 
supp(x) : = {i ] xi # 0) of S. We consider a fixed partition 7 : = { Tl, T2, . . . , T,,} 
of S, with n, := IT, I. The I-weight of a vector x E “G is the ordered set of integers 
WI(X) := (Isupp(x) n TI I,. . . ; Isu~~(x) n T,I). 
For example, the I-weight of the all-one vector is equal to (ni , n2, . . . , n,,). The 
subset 
W(7) := {i E Np 1 i, < n, Vu} 
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of IV’ (the set of the p-tuples of nonnegative integers) is called the weight set 
corresponding to the partition 7. Its cardinality is equal to N(7) := fit=, (n, + 1). 
The sum of the coordinates of a vector i E W’ is denoted by Ilill. 
NOTATION. For any i E W(I), we put 
(G(T):={ 1 UcS I vnT, ]=iuforu= 1,2 ,..., p}, 
(ii) di(7) := {X E C I We = i} and f?J(7) := {y E C’ I We = i}, 
(iii) Ai(7) := Idt(7)l and B;(I) := Iai(l 
Thecolumn vector A := (Ai(l))i,w of length N(7) is called the weightdistribution 
of the code C with respect to the partition 7. 
Extreme Cases 
(i) If 7 := {S}, we have A = (At)~=~, the ordinary weight distribution of C. 
(ii)SupposethatC c lF!-jisabinarylinearcode. Ifl:={{l}, {2},..., {n}} 
(the partition of S into its one-element subsets), then i, = 0 or i, = 1, and we 
can identify the weight set W(7) with the binary vector space IF?. In that case, 
Ai(7) = 1 if i E C and Ai(7) = 0 if i $ C. The Ai(7) are said to constitute the 
exact weight distribution of the code C; see [5, p. 1471. 
3. GENERALIZED MAcWILLIAMS IDENTITIES 
PROPOSITION 1 (The MacWilliams identities with respect to 7). Let C c 
IFi be a k-dimensional linear code, and let 7 be a partition of the coordinate set 
S:={l, ..‘) n}. Then the weight distributions A(7) and B(7) of C and C’ with 
respect to 7 satisfy the equations 
for all i E W(7), the weight set corresponding to the partition 7. 
(1’) 
PROOF. We generalize Lemmas 2.0 to 2.2 in MacWilliams’s original paper 
[4]. For any subset U of the coordinate set S := { 1, 2, . . . , n} and for any code 
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V c IF;, we designate by D” the subcode of 2, consisting of the words whose 
support is contained in U. (The code D” is said to be obtained by shortening D 
with respect to the complement n of U in S.) Since the sum CL + (IF;)’ is the 
orthogonal complement of C” with respect to the standard scalar product in lt$ 
the dimension formula for the sum and intersection of linear subspaces gives us 
the equality 
dim C’ = n - [(n - k) + IUI - dim (CL)‘] 
= k - IUI + dim (Cl)‘. 
Hence 
Now a flag count finishes the proof. Fixing a weight i E W(7) and summing the 
equation (*) over all U E 
0 
T , we obtain the equation 
If we now count the flags (U, x), (U, y) by the second coordinates, we get the two 
sides of (1’). ??
Equivalent Expressions for the Identities (1’) 
In the introduction, we presented two alternative forms for the MacWilliams 
identities (1). The generalized identities (1’) permit of similar representations: 
(i) The matrix version of (1’) is 
(b&G”) A = s”-” (@L!“D”“) I.4 
where the matrices C,, , D,, , and A,,” have the same meaning as in the introduction, 
and A := A(7), B := B(7) are the respective weight distributions of C, CL with 
respect to the partition 7. Since the Kronecker product @:=t C,” of the invertible 
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matrices C,,” is invertible, we can solve for the vector A: 
A=$-” (&-‘A D (._, n, n, nu)B=qk-n (($Knv)B. (2’) 
The right-hand side contains a Kronecker product of the Krawtchouk matrices K,,” 
mentioned in the introduction. Note that if 7 is a partition of S into two sets, we can 
interpret the weight distributions A(7) and B(7) as (ni + 1) x (q, + 1) matrices. 
This allows us to represent the MacWilliams identities (2’) in the convenient form 
A = ok-“(KJBK,,. (4) 
[We shall use this form in Remark i at the end of this section] 
(ii) Let us define the weight enumerator of C with respect to 7 to be the 
polynomial 
AT(Z) := C Aizi, 
i 
where zi is shorthand for the monomial z~lz~ . . . z) . Then the system (2’) can be 
represented in the form 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf? := {?i, Tz, . . . , ?;2} is a refinement of the partition 
7:={T1, TZ, . . . . T,,), then AT(Z) can be obtained from AT(%) by means of the 
substitution 
?t I=Zj c, TiCq. 
COROLLARY. If’? is a refinement of 7, then all information obtainable 
from the Mac Williams identities with respect to 7 is contained in the Mac Williams 
identities with respect to 7. 
REMARK i. The MacWilliams identities with respect to proper partitions of 
S generally give more information than the standard MacWilliams equations. We 
discuss the examples in the introduction, using the matrix notation of (4) for the 
generalized weight distributions. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose there is a binary linear [7, 31 code C with the (ordi- 
nary) weight distribution A := (1, 1, 2, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1). Consider any partttion 7 
of{l, 2, . . . . 7) into a l-set and a 6-set, and let the 2 x 7 matrices A, B be the 
II! n spas~alu! pue 1 = !g 31 n suyuo~ (0 = mxD?x 1 T;a 3 x} aue@adliy .mauq 
aql 0 # ! 103 lt2ql alou ahi ‘aIourlaq]md ‘?z = IAl pm n 3 0 amag ‘1 = ?g pm 
1 = Oy 1~~1 sagdw! a ‘v uoyqos aql30 Aly++luou aqL ‘v uo!lnqplsIp ~q%~aM 
mxa aql seq LIsnolaqo &I 30 { 1 = !y 1 $g 3 f} =: n lasqns aqL .tIooXd 
.apo3 
[y ‘u] .mauq B 01 spuodsauo3 (s) 30 uoyqos (1 ‘0) p+ynuou he ‘lalzoalom ‘(,,l~ 
-xa,, mai aql sugdxa qcq~) uopnqws!p l@!am mxa sir dq pauimalap lCIala]d 
-u103 s! apoD r! &+a13 ‘Uz lap10 30 xymu p~tnuvpv~ p~puels aql s! ~ZH alaqm 
(s) La%u_yz = a,&,_,z = v 
Llguap! aql lCJs!les T3 pm 3 30 suognqysyp lq%raM 13Exa aql 
01 Ienba s! 1~ ‘asw Amuq aql II! ‘ams ‘!I mvru~ 
‘luap+Iba lou an? sapo:, OM] aql aNag .rllaAyadsa.I 
01 pmba alE luauraIdmo3 sl! pm z lqF?!ark\ JO plomapoz liu~ olu! s 30 
uopyed E? 0113adsaJ ql!M 23 ‘ 13 30 suo!lnq!.qs!p lq%!aM aqL ‘z a?druvxZJ 
.ls!xa lou saop 3 amaH ‘luals!suom! aq 01 suaddvq suoymba 0~ 30 uIalsds s!qL 
“8 = I-r1g + ‘Og ‘!v= l-P1 
!! !I 
+ !‘o 
suoymba 91 aql pm 
pauyuo:, sagpuap! sumg~!MDe~ pazgwauail pl aql qloq Icjsyim 01 amq L‘!g pui 
,‘$J sluauoduro3 qaql uau ‘J 01 padsal ~JFM TV put? 3 30 suognq~.wp li&aM 
L8 SEILLLLNEKII SWITIIM=YI 
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2k-’ points if Bi = 0. These properties fit a characterization of affine subspaces 
of Pi that can be found in [6]. ??
4. THE ASSMUS-MATTSON THEOREM 
This famous result (cf. [ 11) states sufficient conditions under which the sup- 
ports of the words of fixed weight in a code C form a t-design. A well-known 
proposition of Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson [7, p. 7381 implies an extension of the 
Assmus-Mattson theorem that, in our terminology, reads as follows. 
THEOREM [I]. Let C be a linear [n, k] code with minimum distance d, and 
let t < d be an integer such that C’ has at most d - t nonzero weights 5 n - t. 
Then the weight distribution A(7) of C is the same for all (t, n - Q-partitions ‘T 
of the coordinate set S. 
The following generalization of this theorem admits a short and natural proof 
based on our generalized MacWilliams identities. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let ‘T be a (t, n - t)-partition, let 6 be an integer greater 
thant,andletGc{O,l,..., t}x{O,l,..., n-t}. Foru=O,l,..., t,the 
“row weight” of G is defined as the integer u,, := 1 {x E G 1 x1 = u} 1. Suppose that 
{V&V I,..., Vt}={s,6-1,...) s-t>. 
Then the weight distributions A(7) and B(7) of a linear [n, k] code C can be 
calculatedfrom rhe A;,j(7) with i + j < 6 and the B,, “(7) with (u, v) @ G. 
PROOF. In the IGI MacWilliams equations 
Ai,i = qk-” C Pi(u; t)Pj(v; n - t)B,,,, i + j < 6, (6) 
(u,vEWVT) 
the left-hand side and all but JGI of the B,,, are known, so B (and A) can be 
calculated provided the (square) system (6) is nonsingular. If not, we could find 
scalars cri,,+ not all zero, such that the polynomial 
f(X,Y):= c CQPi(X; t)Pj( Y; n - t) 
i+j<S 
is zero at the points of G. Note thatf (X, Y) has degree < 6 and bidegree 5 (r, n-t). 
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&et ui be the index such that vu, = 6. Then F(X, Y) is divisible by X - ~1, 
and F(X, Y) := F(X, Y)/(X - uI) is a polynomial of degree < 6 - 1 and bidegree 
I (t- 1, n-t). 
Let u2 be the index such that vu1 = 6 - 1. Then F(X, Y), and hence F(X, Y), 
is divisible by X - ~2, etc.. We eventually find that F(X, Y) possesses the t + 1 
factors X - i, i = 0, . . . , t. This contradicts the fact that the X-degree of the 
nonzero polynomialf(X, Y) does not exceed t. ??
REMARK. In the case of the classical Assums-Mattson theorem, let B,, , 
B Iv27 “‘7 B ,+, be the nonzero weights of Cl. So all unknown B,,, lie on the 
d - t “antidiagonals” {u + v = wi} c (0, 1, . . . , t} x (0, 1, . . . , n - t}. Choose 
any set G that contains these “antidiagonals” and satisfies the condition stated 
in Proposition 2. The Assums-Mattson theorem assumes that the Ai,j(l) with 
i + j < d and the B,,.(I) with (u, v) $ G do not depend on the partition 7 (and 
are in fact equal to 0 except for Ao, 0 and Bc, 0, which both are equal to 1). Hence 
Proposition 3 implies that none of the Ai,j and B,, ,, depend on 7. 
5. ODDS AND ENDS 
The Covering Radius 
The following result is more or less trivial, but might be of some use in 
nonexistence proofs of codes C with given covering radius. (The covering radius 
of C c ll$ is the largest distance of any element x E Fi to C.) 
PROPOSITION 4. Let C be a binary linear code of length n and covering 
radius r. Then p > t if and only if a (t, n - t)-partition ‘T exists such that 
Ai,j(T) = Ofor all i, jfor which i > j. 
PROOF. Note that Ai,j(T) = 0 Vi > j if and only if the t-part Tl of 7 = 
{TI , T2) has distance t to C. ??
The Nonlinear Case 
The inner distribution A of an arbitrary binary code C C IFi satisfies a set 
of so-called Delsarte inequalities [3]. These can be generalized to inequalities 
with respect to a coordinate partition 7 in the same way as we did with the 
MacWilliams identities. Let 7 := {T, , T2, . . . , TP} be a partition of the coordinate 
set S:= 1, 2, . . . , n}, and let W(7) := {i E W 1 i, 5 n, Vu} (with n, := ITUI) be 
the weight set corresponding to the partition 7. 
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DEFINITION. The inner distribution of the code C c ll?; with respect to the 
partition 7 is the vector A whose entries are the nonnegative rational numbers 
Ai(l):=ICI-‘I{(x,y) E C x C 1 wdx,y) = i}l. 
PROPOSITION 5 (the Delsarte inequalities with respect to 7). For any i E 
W(7), we have 
P 
c(n 
Pi,&;nd Aj 2 0, 
jEW Id=1 ) 
where the Pi(x; v) are Krawtchouk polynomials. 
PROOF. Let x : F + @ be any nontrivial character of the additive group 
F := IF,. For any x E lF; of weightj, we have the (well-known) identity 




= c c n c xC(xu - YWZU)) 
jEW w,y)~cZ u=l Z,@“U 
Wdx-y)=j w(z.)=i. 
u=l Z”Erw I XEC 
w(zu)=iu 
REMARK. These generalized Delsarte inequalities strengthen the linear- 
programming bound (cf. [5, p. 535 ff.]). Again, we must pay a high price in 
calculation effort if we do not have additional information on the code C. 
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